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ABSTRACT

Since the inception of the state-of-the-art neural network models for natural lan-
guage processing research, the major challenge faced by low-resource languages
is the lack or insufficiency of annotated training data. The named entity recogni-
tion (NER) task is no exception. The need for an efficient data creation and anno-
tation process, especially for low-resource languages cannot be over-emphasized.
In this work, we leverage an existing NER tool for English in a cross-language
projection method that automatically creates a mapping dictionary of entities in
a source language and their translations in the target language using a paral-
lel English-Igbo corpus. The resultant mapping dictionary, which was manually
checked and corrected by human annotators, was used to automatically generate
and format an NER training dataset from the Igbo monolingual corpus thereby
saving a lot of annotation time for the Igbo NER task. The generated dataset was
also included in the training process and our experiments show improved perfor-
mance results from previous works.

1 INTRODUCTION

Research shows that pre-trained language models achieve improved results for many natural lan-
guage processing (NLP) tasks like Machine Translation (Nekoto et al., 2020), Topic Classification
(Hedderich et al., 2020), Part of Speech Tagging (Kann et al., 2020) and Named Entity Recognition
(NER) (Adelani et al., 2021; Ogueji et al., 2021). However, these models are known to require a
lot of labelled data to perform well (Xie et al., 2020). For NLP tasks, there is a crucial and constant
need for annotated corpora, which is often a challenge for low-resource languages. The African
language Igbo is low-resourced for NLP research in general, including for the NER task (Adelani
et al., 2021). This is a limitation for the IgboNLP research and in the training and evaluation of
some state-of-the-art (SOTA) models built in other languages. This is portrayed in the evaluation
result of the study by Chukwuneke et al. (2022) using IgboNER1 dataset. IgboNER was created
from only 3,190 sentences obtained from BBC Igbo news2. This forms our motivation in creating
further annotated datasets for the low-resourced Igbo language. The crucial question then becomes
how can we efficiently create more annotated data for Igbo NLP tasks?

In this work, we adopt the cross-language projection method ((Li et al., 2021); (Ehrmann et al.,
2011); (Xie et al., 2018); (Bari et al., 2020)) to automatically create more NER datasets as an al-
ternative to the time-consuming and costly human-annotated method. The projection-based method
generates a tagged corpus by projecting the tags from the source language to the target language.
A parallel corpus is usually required for this method. This study aims at creating more annotated
NER data for the Igbo language using the projection-based method. Figure 1 is an example of a
projection-based task. Kulshreshtha et al. (2020) showed that using parallel corpora is better suited
for aligning contextual embeddings as the context of words, especially the ambiguous words are
maintained within the sentences. English-Igbo parallel corpora were used in this work. Firstly, we

1https://github.com/Chiamakac/IgboNER-Models/tree/main/Igbo dataset
2https://www.bbc.com/igbo
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chose the English Language because it is the lingua franca of Nigeria where Igbo is one of the offi-
cial native languages. Secondly, English has been widely researched in NLP and this has produced
a lot of NLP resources for English. We tagged the English sentences (source language) using an
existing English annotation tool and then projected the tags onto the parallel Igbo sentences (target
language). The Igbo language has historically faced a lot of disagreement with the adoption of an
official written orthography (Oraka, 1983). This greatly affected the language and resulted in Igbo
not having a long written tradition when compared to languages like Arabic, English and French
(Agbo, 2013). This has resulted in the scarcity of Igbo corpora online, and the few Igbo texts writ-
ten with mixed orthographies. Also, the time, labour and resource needed to manually annotate a
large gold standard corpus is a severe constraint.
The contributions of this paper include the creation of an additional NER dataset for Igbo Language
via annotation projection using parallel corpora to augment the already existing IgboNER datasets.
We also built a mapping dictionary containing all the unique entities identified by spaCy3 with their
tags. This to the best of our knowledge is the first IgboNER mapping dictionary, which is an impor-
tant contribution to Igbo NLP and African NLP at large. Crucially, the dictionary was used to handle
the issue of multi-words and spelling variation during the tag projection. Our experiments showed
that there is an increase in model performance with increasing data size. The rest of the paper is
organised as follows: Section 2 discusses the related work; Section 3 describes the data collection
and annotation; Section 4 is about building the mapping dictionary; Section 5 is conclusion and
future work.

Figure 1: Projecting the tags from the source language to the target language.

2 RELATED WORK

Named Entity Recognition is a term defined as the task of identifying names of organisations,
people, currency, time, percentage expression and geographic locations in text and was introduced at
the Sixth Message Understanding Conference (Grishman & Sundheim, 1995). With the data-hungry
deep neural networks recently used in training the SOTA models for performing NLP tasks as
NER, the need for ever larger annotated datasets in various languages is inevitable. Over the past
few years, attention has been drawn to weak or distant supervision4 and a considerable number
of studies (Mintz et al. (2009); Xiao et al. (2020); Liang et al. (2020); Hedderich et al. (2021);
Rijhwani et al. (2020); Quirk & Poon (2017); Meng et al. (2021); Hogan (2022)) applied this
method to generate a large amount of auto-labelled data without human effort. This method has
helped address the issue of data scarcity and showed improvements in performance as seen in
the above studies however, the availability of external resources like an existing knowledge base,
gazetteers or dictionaries of named entities is a problem for some low-resource languages like Igbo.

The work by Li et al. Li et al. (2021) built an entity alignment model on top of an XLM-R (Con-
neau et al., 2020a) and projected the labelled entities on the source English language sentences of
the parallel data to the target language sentences. They evaluated on four languages: Spanish, Chi-
nese, German and Dutch. Their result showed Chinese to have the highest improvement in F1 score

3https://spacy.io/models/en core web sm
4an automatic method of creating labelled data using an external source like an already existing knowledge

base, gazetteers or dictionaries of named entities, etc
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Type Sentence pairs Source
Igbo 5,503 BBC News
English 5,630 Local newspapers
Total 11,133

Table 1: Data source. This describes the parallel data sources.

by 6.4%. Fei et al. (2020) implemented automatic corpus translation of the source gold-standard
corpus to the target languages and then projected the labels on the source dataset to the translated
target languages. Their evaluation result on the Universal Proposition Bank (UPB, v1.0)5 dataset
showed the translation-based method to be effective with an F1 score increase of 6.7%. Guo Guo &
Roth (2021) translated high-resource labelled sentences to the target language word-by-word with
a dictionary. Then, they constructed target-language text from the source-language named entities
with a pre-trained language model. The study achieved state-of-the-art performances on LORELEI
(low-resource) languages and perform comparatively on CoNLL (high-resource) languages. Garcia
et al. Garcı́a-Ferrero et al. (2022) automatically created data for the target language by translating
the gold-labelled English data and then projected the gold labels from the source sentences to the
translated sentences by leveraging automatic word alignments. Their result showed that data-based
cross-lingual transfer approaches remain a useful option when high-capacity multilingual language
models are not available. Enghoff et al. Enghoff et al. (2018) extensively studied annotation pro-
jection from multiple sources for low-resource NER. They showed that standalone multi-source
annotation projection for NER works when the quality and availability of resources are high but
suffers when parallel corpora are not available. THE PROJECTOR, an interactive graphical user in-
terface tool that displays the sentence pair with all predicted and projected annotations was designed
by Akbik & Vollgraf (2017). This is facilitate experiments and discussions in the research com-
munity. The study by Agerri et al. (2018) demonstrated the feasibility of automatically generating
Named Entity Recognition (NER) taggers for a given language when no manual data is available.
This they achieved with the use of parallel corpora, projecting the existing annotations from multiple
source languages to the target language via strict match projections. Their evaluation showed that
the automatically generated model outperforms the gold-standard trained model in an in-domain
evaluation.

3 DATA COLLECTION AND ANNOTATION

3.1 DATA COLLECTION

Our work used a parallel corpus (English-Igbo) that was originally created for a machine translation
project (Ezeani et al., 2020). The corpus was created by collecting English and Igbo sentences from
local newspapers in Nigeria (e.g. Punch) and from BBC Igbo News website6 respectively. The
5,630 English sentences collected were translated into Igbo and the 5,503 collected Igbo sentences
to English via human translation to produce English-Igbo sentence pairs used to build a standard
machine translation benchmark dataset for Igbo. We adopted and used this specific corpus because
it contains more contemporary texts in both languages which will guarantee a significant representa-
tion of known named entities than the multilingual bible text data7 often used in the parallel corpus
research. In addition, it was assumed that the quality of the data will be good enough due to the
human-translation process that it has gone through. Table 1 presents a description of the data splits
that make up the parallel corpus used in this work.

3.2 DATA ANNOTATION

The key to building the mapping dictionary in the next section is the ability to identify all unique
named entities in the source language text. Therefore, the initial data annotation (i.e. NER tagging)
process involved running a NER tool over the source language (English in this case) to identify and

5https://github.com/System-T/UniversalPropositions
6https://www.bbc.com/igbo
7Mostly from https://www.jw.org and other sources
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extract the named entities in the text and their tags. To achieve this, the English SpaCy8 pipeline
was used to extract the named entities in the English text. The pipeline we used is the spaCy model
‘en core web sm version 3.4.0‘ 9 and the following tags or named entities were recognised by the
model; PERSON(PER), NORP (Nationalities or religious or political groups), FAC (Faculty) ORG
(Organisation), GPE (Geopolitical entity), LOC (Location), PRODUCT, EVENT, WORK OF ART,
LAW, LANGUAGE, DATE, TIME, PERCENT, MONEY, QUANTITY, ORDINAL, CARDINAL.
We passed our 11,133 English source sentences through SpaCy and it identified named entities
in 7,894 sentences.This means that no entity was identified in 3,239 sentences. Table 2 gives a
description of our annotated data.

Entity Types # Tagged entities Cohen’s Kappa Disagreement(%)
PER 6,466 0.9971 0.3438
LOC 3,927 0.9968 0.2677
ORG 4,626 0.9821 2.4584
DATE 3,869 0.9966 3.2090

Table 2: Describes our dataset annotation including the entity types, number of tagged entities,
Cohen’s Kappa inter-annotation scores and percentage disagreement.

4 BUILDING THE MAPPING DICTIONARY

The mapping dictionary is a key contribution of this work and could be useful for other NLP
tasks such as machine translation and other structured prediction systems. Its creation follows a
semi-automatic process described in Figure 2. The key idea is based on the assumption that the
majority (not all) of the named entities in the source language are going to either remain the same
or translate to unique words or expressions in the target language. For example in Figure 1, Rishi
Sunak, tagged PER, is always going to remain the same in both languages as it is a person’s name
while Yesterday, tagged DATE, is most likely going to be translated as U.nyahu.. For this work,
the mapping dictionary is an actual python dictionary object which has a key:value structure.
The entities from the English sentences are the keys while the corresponding Igbo entities and tags
are the values. For example, looking at the sentences from Figure 1, the entry to the dictionary may
be as shown below:
{
"Yesterday": {ig:"U.nyahu.", tag:"DATE"}, "Rishi Sunak": {ig:"Rishi
Sunak", tag:"PER"}, "UN": {ig:"UN", tag:"ORG"}, "Egypt"
{ig:"Egypt", tag:"LOC"},
}
As shown in Figure 2, the input to the process of building the mapping dictionary is the parallel
corpus containing the sentence pairs in both languages as well as an initial mapping dictionary. The
initial dictionary could be empty at the start of the process but may also have been initialised by a
previous run. The English sentences are passed through the spaCy pipeline as described in section
3.2 to extract the NER-tagged entities. Each of the extracted entities is passed through the pipeline
checking the following conditions:

• if the entity is already in the mapping dictionary, discard and get another entity.
• else if the entity is found in the target (Igbo) text, key = entity, value = entity, tag
• else if the entity’s translation is found in the target (Igbo) text, key = entity, value = trans-

lated, tag
• else manually annotate the target (Igbo) entity, key = entity, value = annotated, tag

Our experiment with the parallel text used shows that over 95% of the extracted entities from the
source language (English) were found in the corresponding target (Igbo) sentence making human
translation and annotation a lot easier.

8SpaCy is a free open-source library for Natural Language Processing in Python. SpaCy features NER
tagging, part-of-speech tagging, dependency parsing, word vectors and more: https://spacy.io/

9Trained on written web text (blogs, news, comments), that includes vocabulary, syntax and entities
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Figure 2: An illustration of the semi-automatic process used in creating the mapping dictionary.

4.1 ANNOTATION VALIDATION

Table 1 showed that our source data is from local news and newspapers which represents the daily
communication of speakers of Igbo language. Because of the nature of our data (local news),
spaCy’s output was noisy. For example, an entity ‘Sowore’ was tagged as an ORG instead of a PER-
SON. The tagged spaCy output was therefore manually corrected by two people who are among the
authors of this paper following the MUC-6 annotation guide10 which we adopt in this work. Agree-
ment was made by them where there were discrepancies in the tags. The inter-annotation agree-
ment was calculated using Cohen’s Kappa (Cohen, 1960) which uses one distribution for each rater
and takes into account the possibility of the agreement occurring by chance. The inter-annotation
percentage disagreement after the manual correction is in Table 1. Our dataset achieves an inter-
annotator agreement of 0.985, i.e. excellent agreement. In section 3.2, we have the list of output
tags by spaCy but for this work we are using only the PER, LOC, ORG, DATE tags for our dataset
creation. We choose these four tags and replace all the ‘GPE’ tags with ‘LOC’, ‘TIME’ tag we also
replace with ‘DATE’ following previously created IgboNER dataset (Chukwuneke et al., 2022). A
python script which selects only the entity to replace was written and used for all the manual correc-
tions. We use the annotated dataset as train split only, this is to increase the amount of training data
for this work. As mentioned in section 3, our method requires a parallel corpus and we used the data
described in Table 1.

4.2 EXPERIMENTAL SETTINGS

In this section, we describe the IgboBERT 2.0 model we pre-trained for Igbo language and some
state-of-the-art transformer models fine-tuned to the downstream Igbo NER task. We show the effect
of dataset sizes on the performance by fine-tuning using various dataset sizes.

4.2.1 IGBOBERT 2.0 MODEL

IgboBERT 2.0 is another version of IgboBERT (Chukwuneke et al., 2022) language model, which
we pre-trained using the same corpus as IgboBERT plus the corpus described in Table 1 as an
addition to increase the training sentences. A total number of 402,582 training sentences is used.
We train IgboBERT 2.0 at a learning-rate of 1e-4 for 5 epoch and a batch size of 16. Only 5
epoch training was carried out because of limited compute resource such as GPU at the time of the
experiment.

4.2.2 FINE-TUNED MODELS

We fine-tune the IgboBERT 2.0 model and some of the state-of-the-art (SOTA) transformer models
on the IgboNER downstream task using the Igbo dataset created by Chukwuneke et al. (2022),

10https://cs.nyu.edu/grishman/muc6.html
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MasakhaNER 2.0 dataset (Adelani et al., 2022) and the dataset created in this work. The fine-tuned
SOTA models are:

• Multilingual BERT-base cased (mBERT-base cased ) by Devlin et al. (2019).
• XLM-RoBERTa-base (XLM-R) by Conneau et al. (2020b).
• DistilBERT by SANH et al.

To predict the entity types, we added a linear classification layer to the pre-trained transformer
models. 30 epoch training with a batch size of 8 at a learning rate of 1e-4 was run.

4.3 RESULTS

Table 3 shows the fine-tuned results of mBERT, XML-R, DistilBERT, and IgboBERT 2.0. We
combine the ’train’ split of the Igbo dataset created by Chukwuneke et al. (2022), MasakhaNER 2.0
dataset (Adelani et al., 2022) and the dataset we created in this work. We divide the combination
of the ’train’ split into 4 different data sizes: 25% (5726), 33% (7635), 50% (11,452) and 100%
(22,904). We then fine-tune the above listed models with the 4 different data sizes. We validate and
test the models with the same validation and test set. The comparitive evaluation shows:

• increase in performance with increase in the data size.
• XML-R outperformed others with F1-score of 88.83.
• IgboBERT 2.0 with F1 of 79.25 with datasize 22,904 is relatively comparable to the SOTA

models in terms of the amount of data used in training these SOTA models.

Percentage Data Sizes
Models Scores (25%) (33%) (50%) (100%)

F1 72.33 76.00 77.10 79.91
IgBERT 2.0 Precision 71.49 74.29 75.93 79.25

Recall 73.20 77.79 78.31 80.58
F1 80.93 82.64 83.58 87.10

mBERT Precision 79.71 80.68 82.54 85.71
Recall 82.21 84.71 84.65 88.55
F1 84.05 83.29 86.56 88.83

XLM-R Precision 82.68 80.55 84.82 87.35
Recall 85.47 86.22 88.37 90.35
F1 76.68 80.32 80.19 83.77

DistilBERT Precision 76.50 80.81 79.91 83.81
Recall 76.86 79.83 80.47 83.72

Table 3: Performance of mBERT, XML-R, DistilBERT and IgboBERT 2.0. We display the fine-
tuned results of the models after 30 epoch at 1e-4 learning rate with varying dataset sizes.

4.4 CHALLENGES OF THE PROJECTION METHOD

We encountered some errors during the process of transferring the tags from English to Igbo sen-
tences. This is as a result of the use of various orthographies during the translation of the parallel
corpus. Some of these errors include:

• Missing entities and words in the Igbo translated text. For example, the sentence:
"Chadwick Boseman who acted as T’Challa, king of Wakanda,
who the movie ’Black Panther’ was made for, led other actors
to Los Angeles where the ocassion was held." has this as the Igbo
translation "duuru ndi. o.zo. no. n’ihe nkiri a gaa ebe emere mmeme
a na los angeles" missing out the first part of the sentence ”Chadwick Boseman
who acted as T’Challa, king of Wakanda, who the movie ’Black Panther’ was made for”
in the translation.

6
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• Variations in spelling of various Igbo words. For example, the word "Nigeria" has the
following translations ("Nigeria","Naijiria", "Naija")},.

• Variations in translation of some words because of lack of standardized words for the
Igbo words. The majority of these words are described in words in Igbo. For example,
"8:30am" will be translated as "O jiri nkeji iri ato. wee gafe elekere
asato. nke u.tu.tu." .

We addressed these challenges by adding multiple values of these word variations to one dictionary
key in the mapping dictionary.

5 CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

This paper highlights the challenge of the lack of adequate datasets for building NLP models in
general for low-resource languages with particular emphasis on the named entity recognition task
for the Igbo language. A novel and efficient approach was proposed that takes advantage of parallel
data in English - a well-resourced language with highly developed NER tools - and Igbo. This
approach is based on the idea that the majority of name entities in the English text (mostly proper
nouns) remain untranslated in the corresponding Igbo text. The concept of a mapping dictionary
(see Figure 2) was introduced by creating a rule-based pipeline that enables the automatic transfer
of the NER tags produced with the English NER tagger to the corresponding Igbo entities. With
manual checks and corrections, this process not only speeds up the data creation effort but also
produces the mapping dictionary which can serve as a key resource in other NLP tasks such as
machine translation, and part-of-speech tagging. Our experiments show that model performance
improves with increase in the data size when fine-tuned in the NER downstream task. Our IgboBERT
2.0 though was outperformed by the other models as shown in the tables but the performance is
comparative when compared to the huge amount of data used in pre-training these SOTA models.
We hope to improve our model further by creating further IgboNER datasets with the help of the
NER mapping dictionary11 created in this work.
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